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Kapitel 5: When you’re on a show together, have to
make couples and they try to win over your heart with
a performance

Seungho:
Full of confidence he steps forward and starts to dance to the music. He shows of

some breakdance moves and does a wind mill. You can just stare at him and think it’s
magic the way he moves.
 While dancing he looks at you and smiles shyly from time to time.
 In the end he makes a tumbling and kneels down in front of you to give you a rose.
You were hoping that he would play a little bit on the piano for you, so you’re asking

for it. Without protest he walks to the piano and plays “sad memories” for you. After
he ended playing the song, he walks back to the others while smiling.

G.O:
He decided to sing a lovely song for you and walks to you slowly, while you are sitting

on a chair. G.O takes your hand and makes you to stand up so that he can give you a
nice performance.
While singing he touches your face softly, which makes you blush and bow your head

down a little bit. He smiles because of your reaction, ends his song, gives you the rose
and walks back to the others.

Thunder:
Because he is known of his cute actions he starts with a cute aegyo. You can just hide
your happy laughter behind your hand but get stunned when he starts to dance a
really cool dance in front of you.
 The most time he just looks to the camera instead to you.
 When he has finished, he walks to you to give you the rose with a shy smile.

Mir:
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As soon as the music starts, he starts to dance in a funny and dorky way. You can’t
hold yourself and start to laugh really hard. Because he sees it he gets more confident
and tries to be much dorkier. You keep on laughing till the end, where he gives you a
rose, while both of you are still laughing.

Lee Joon:
He also decided to dance to you and decided for an energetic song. As always he tries
to show of with his skills and does a pirouette with turning 3 times. But in the end he
slips and falls. Everyone can’t help his self and starts to laugh. Even himself.
He immediately stands up again and continues his dance for you. First he continues to
be dorky, because of his accident but in the end he does some sexy moves for you and
stares at you while doing it.
He is scared because you’re reaction is not as much as he hoped it would be. So to be

really sure that you will choose him he rips his shirt for you to show his abs, but
becomes shy because of it immediately and hides it again.
He forgets to give you the rose and walks back to the others. When he recognizes his
mistakes he immediately runs to you to give you your rose.

So~
 Who are you going to choose??
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